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Abstract: 

Threat is a danger in computer. It reduces security and causes possible harm. International and accidental threats are possible 

advanced persistent threat is more harmful to the internet. The APT attacker steals informat ion but it does not cause damage of the 

network. Advanced Persistent threat is a network attack, when an unauthorized person gains access to a network and stays for a long 

period of time and it is located in Command and Control (C&C) servers. To detect malware infect ions and traffic we are introducing a 

system by using DNS.The properties of DNS described by bigdata and network traffic features. Signature based and anomaly based 

detection technologies also performed by using this.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Security is an important factor in performance of a system. In 

computer and computer networks an attack is any attempt to 

destroy, expose, alter, sizable, steal, or gain unauthorized access 

to the system. Some attacks are physical that is theft or damage 

of computers and others are attempts to force changes in the 

computers or network protocols. An Advanced Persistent Threat 

is a set of stealthy and continuous computer hacking process, 

Such as Government, military and financial industry. To detect 

this malware infection and traffic we are introducing a system by 

using DNS. .It is not only used for remote controlling 

compromised machine in  APT attack but also for stealing 

sensitive information from infected host over an extended period 

of time.   In remotely infected machine the attacker builds a 

Command & Control channel. It is responsible for sending 

commands and transferring data. The DNS system architecture 

consists of Data collector, DNS detector, and Network traffic 

analyzer and reputation engine. Data collector is used to record 

the inbound and outbound traffic produced by the network. 

Malicious DNS also checks the traffic and C&C domains and 

corresponding IP address for the network. Network traffic 

analyzer consists of Signature based and Anomaly based 

detectors. Signature based detecter provides signature for 

detecting malware and anomaly detector detects anomalous 

behavior that includes Protocol anomaly, Statistical anomaly and 

Application anomaly. The reputation engine used to compute 

reputation score and check whether the host or server is infected 

or not. If the reputation score is 0 means no reputation and it 

means malware infected or the score is 1 means malware not 

affected. This security approach not only reduces volume of 

network traffic that will be recorded and analyzed and also 

improves the sustainability of the system. Signature based 

detector and anomaly- based detector are used for checking 

traffic. For detection large volumes of DNS are required that is 

called Bigdata. This bigdata and network traffic features are used 

to check the traffic in the network.  

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: In 

Section 1 survey of all methods will be described in detail. The 

paper concludes with a brief summary in section 2.  

  

II. LITERATURE S URVEY 

 

Security is an important factor in our daily life because transfer 

of mail and other messages  require security for secure 

destination. Some techniques in security are Botnet tracking, 

Widescale botnet detection, Using domain flux and DNS 

queries, Exposure and kopis.. This paper introduced about 

Botnet tracking. Important witnesses of the increasing 

professionalism in internet crime are called Denial Of Serv ice 

(DOS attacks).DOS attack is an attack on computer system or 

network which causes a loss of service to users. To prevent this 

service attack use Botnet tracking. During this process identify, 

infiltrate and analyze the system stop in an automated fashion. 

Here download and execute malware into a temporary file that is 

called Virtual file then it will be executed. The virtual file is 

analyzed and malware is downloaded from internet in an 

automated way. This paper describes the detection of malware 

by wide scale botnet .This method is used in large Tier ISP 

system for detect, track and characterize the botnets. By using 

non-intrusive algorithm employ the detection of botnets.This 

algorithm analyze large amount of summary traffic data 

collected on selected network links. This method is passive and 

invisible to operators and it can be used in large scale networks. 

Based on dataflow analysis limits the privacy issues.   The paper 

mainly focuses on Domain flux. By looking patterns inherent to 

domain names and that are generated algorithmically. The 

domain name contains famous domain names such as , wondow, 

yahoo etc..These dynamic names registered for C&C servers and 

have some part icular names like web, mail.These famous 

domain names and particular names are used together, such as 

yahoomail.xxx.com. A network security analyst can perform 

additional process to infer the exact algorithm being used to 

generate the domain names.   Th is paper describes a framework 
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for DNS based detection and mit igation of malware in fection on 

a netework. Here use the DNS queries for detecting fast flux 

domains. Multip le domain features are used for classifying the 

domain. It is a more effective technique for finding out the 

attacks and features of network traffic. Here the system detects 

malicious domain name with a high degree of accuracy 

minimizing need for blacklist by using DNS queries.           

Topic Exposure is a technique for finding Malicious domain 

using passive DNS analysis. EXPOSURE is a system that 

employs large-scale, passive DNS analysis techniques to detect 

domains in  malicious activity. Use 15 features that we ext ract 

from the DNS traffic that allow characterize different properties 

of DNS names and the ways that they are queried. It is useful in 

identifying a wide category of malicious domains such as botnet 

command and control servers and scam hosts. N. Vasiloglou 

et.al.proposed a technique for finding malware do mains in upper 

DNS hierarchy. Here a novel system called Kopis. It monitors 

DNS traffic at the upper levels of DNS hierarchy. Kopis is able 

to detect new malware domains before it appears in public 

blacklists and security forums, and discover the rise of a 

previously unknown DoS botnet. 

 

III. CONCLUS ION 

 

Now a day the use of internet is rapidly increasing So security 

also is important. This survey has been done for identifying and 

preventing the attacks. This paper considers the detection of  

APT malware based on DNS. Using signature based and 

anomaly based technology and detect the APT malware and 

traffic of the IP. In this system ext ract the features of bigdata to 

identify the properties of malware attacks and traffic of IP.This 

experiment can be performed in a local institute network by 

using all features of bigdata.This security approach not only 

reduces volume of traffic but also improves sustainability of the 

system. This security system has high efficiency and accuracy 

also. This approach can be used in mail transfer, military and 

Government. by using DNS. This security approach more useful 

in transfer mail, Militry and Government.  
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